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in terms of single manufacturing steps, or they just think
about their own work. The learning effect of value
stream mapping is then to observe the entire development process on a one-off basis. And also, even if each
individual step seems to be correct, the whole package
often does not fit together in an optimum way.”
The success is what justifies the method—and this has
long since encouraged the consultants from Porsche
Consulting to adapt value stream mapping in a sensible
way and to transfer it to corporate divisions and sectors
that probably never even entered the minds of its Japanese inventors. The consultants can use the informative
sheet of paper to illustrate working procedures in sales,
development, or administration as well as in trading or
the service sector. Value stream mapping has even proved
successful in hospitals—even if the adaptation here demands a particularly large degree of imagination. Virtually “tracking patients’ every move,” the consultants follow the flow of patients through the essential stages in
the treatment process. As a personal service is involved
here and there are virtually no standardized procedures,
the value stream mapping produced here is relatively
crude. For example, waiting times and examination
times tend to be based on average values and estimated
values. This does not, however, detract from its success.
It was possible to clearly show the doctors the amount of
time they spend on activities not related to patient care
and ultimately drastically increase the work that actually
adds value. Even the time spent in hospital by patients
was significantly reduced with the aid of the results of
the value stream mapping—without having even the
slightest impact on the amount of time dedicated to pure
medical care.
Within the hospital, the improvement measures are
often confined to optimized communication, the definition of clear responsibilities, or a standardization of administrative tasks. In other sectors, there may be much
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greater intervention in everyday working procedures.
This is particularly so in industry. In order to achieve the
optimum desired state of affairs, the expert assumes the
flow perspective. This means that he improves the entire
flow path—and not just individual processes. Flow
KAIZEN is therefore also slightly more complicated to
implement, and demands the introduction of just-in-time
principles, restructuring measures, or the introduction
of patient planning software. Meinert: “The plants often
end up with an entirely new structure. This can take up
to one and a half years.”
The example of a prefabricated house manufacturer is
also impressive. Value stream mapping conducted within
the administration department there clearly revealed that
even the spatial separation and distribution of seating for
employees resulted in long transportation paths during
the processing of the construction files. Other problems
were excessively long waiting times, unnecessary followup questions, the accumulation of files, too much attention being devoted to incorrect files, and a different
workload for different employees—in other words, typical cases of overproduction and waste. These problems
were remedied mainly by drastic measures. Uffmann:
“Among other measures, we had seven walls torn down
between the offices in the administration section.” As
has been made clear, if wastage is to be eliminated, old
structures sometimes have to be pulled apart. This is the
only way to get everything in flow. Porsche Consulting
itself ensures that the method is standardized. Each consultant’s basic training also includes comprehensive
training in how to apply value stream mapping. B
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Scaling up—Value stream mapping can cover a whole wall

tends to be measured in days, weeks, or even months,
whereas the value-adding time (straight processing) is
usually only measured in minutes or seconds. The flow
of materials is then combined with the flow of information. In order to obtain this reliable key data, the times
need to be measured exactly on site within production at
all points in the manufacturing process, and the paths
need to be followed. “The process cycle which is envisaged in planning offices and the reality that actually
takes place in production do not usually correlate,” says
Uffmann, “which is why it is necessary to look at the

manufacturing operation on the ground in close detail.
But after a few hours you have a good idea of how it is
really managed.”
At the end, all of the information fits on one DIN A4
sheet. And—to put it crudely—the more disjointed it
appears, the greater the potential there is for improvement. The critical points are highlighted and give an indication of the measures which need to be taken (e.g.
tackling the problems directly in workshops). Meinert:
“Employees usually think only (continued within) A

Value stream for patients’ length of stay

Optimization by introducing patient manager

February 2005

Today

An example from cardiac and vascular surgery at Freiburg University Hospital: individual processes cannot be represented very precisely. Instead, it is a matter of describing the overall process of inpatient time. The use of a central
patient management system made it possible to avoid frictional losses and significantly reduce inpatient times
while simultaneously enhancing quality. The time spent on value-adding activities remained the same, i.e. there
were no changes in optimum medical provision. B
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Everything in Flow
Within industry, the ominous DIN A4 sheet, which is usually full to bursting, has for many
years been regarded as the benchmark for lean production: value stream mapping is used for
simple visualization of seemingly complex production procedures and therefore forms the
basis for optimizing the manufacturing process. However, the overwhelming success of the
method has long since persuaded Porsche Consulting to transfer value stream mapping
effectively to other corporate divisions and sectors.

 Michael Thiem, 1 Matthias Hangst

As ever, when it comes to the successful implementation
of KAIZEN, it is mostly down to the trained eye of the
observer. Although a company from the metal-processing
industry, which had its production operations evaluated
by Porsche Consulting, wanted suggestions for possible
areas of improvement, it was fairly surprised at the results
highlighting the current state of affairs. Once the consultants had neatly recorded the journey of a component
worth around seven euros from the raw material stage up
until it leaves the factory as part of a process of value
stream mapping, a number of points emerged: production
involved six manufacturing processes with a total of 50
handling stages, seven changes of floors, and transportation over a distance of 18,750 meters. And nobody within
the company had appreciated this before in such stark reality. “The charming aspect of value stream mapping,”
consultant Andreas Meinert says, “is very much the fact
that in a relatively short period of time you can illustrate
complex correlations. This is when customers start to
have ‘aha’ experiences and they begin to reflect on what
they are actually doing.”

Consultants and industry alike must again thank the
Japanese people at Toyota for this phenomenon. They
were the people who first invented the method of value
stream mapping to enable them to manufacture their cars
more efficiently. It was “discovered” for the rest of the
world by the American Mike Rother, who was so impressed that he wrote a book about it entitled Learning
to See. About ten years ago, he came to Germany, A

The reference work for all
value flow specialists:
The book Learning to See by
the U.S. expert Mike Rother
brought the method to Europe.
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An example of value stream mapping—symbols, lines, figures and color coding produce an accurate result

taught people how to “see” with the eyes of a value flow
specialist at the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, and translated
his book into German. “Ever since,” says project manager Dr. Jörg Uffmann from Porsche Consulting, “value
stream mapping has gradually become established
within our company as the method for optimizing the
life cycle of products through production.”
This is because, in view of the life cycle being recorded
and by using lots of simple symbols, it quickly becomes
apparent even to the layperson that not everything is

running smoothly. In order to document this, the experts
present a suitable example, generally a strong-selling
product range with a number of different versions. The
journey of the product is followed consistently and
specifically in reverse order—that is from the customer
back to the raw material. In doing this, the experts
usually find, between the individual production steps,
several examples of too much stock accumulating as well
as long transit times, waiting times, and search times—
from KAIZEN points of view sheer waste. And they obtain the two most important key variables. The lead time

Current state value stream for construction files

Future state value stream with flow orientation

The actual process (top) indicates that the processes are non-transparent and complicated to manage because
each process is managed individually (silo-thinking) and the process sequence varies. This is why a future state
value stream with flow orientation was developed. The transparent management and scheduling of the construction projects ensures an optimally coordinated process sequence. The maximum number of construction files
was also stipulated (no longer any needless copies as previously). B

